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Purpose: 
The purpose of this calculation is to check the the structural integrity of a typical residential 
foundation for the potential to dry floodproof the foundations for the Glenview Setion 205 
Project.  

Assumptions:
1.  The typical residential foundation to be checked will be an 8 ft unreinforced concrete wall.  
The majority of the residences will be assumed to have 8 ft below grade basement walls.  
Some residences will have taller walls and others could have 4 ft walls (crawl space and split 
level type homes), but for the purposes of checking the feasibility to dry floodproof, the 
standard 8 ft wall is checked.

2.  Hydrodynamic loads are not checked.   Assume velocities are less than 5 feet per second.  
EP 1165-2-314, sec. 602.2 indicates only hydrostatic loads be considered for velocities under 5 
feet per second. 

3.  Relief of uplift pressures under the basement slabs by installation of an effective drainage 
system will be assumed IAW EP 1165-2-314, Sec. 611.3.  It is assumed residences would 
need to have upgrades to the drainage systems to accomplish this.  Sump pump sizing and 
estimated seepage for the anticipated flood elevation would need to be determined to validate 
this assumption.

4.  Basement walls will require proper anchoring to the 1st floor diaphram.

References:
1.  EP 1165-2-314, Flood Proofing, 15 December 1995.
2.  FEMA P-259, Chapter 5D, Dry Floodproofing, Engineering Principles and Practices for 
Retrofitting Flood-Prone Residential Structures, January 2012 

Conclusions:
1.  The standard 8 ft basement wall is NOT adequate to resist hydrostatic loads.  Structural 
strengthening of the walls will be required.  Systems to consider include, permanent interior 
wall bracing or internally bonded steel plates or similar system (see photos here-in).  Four ft 
basement walls appear adequate with minimal to no concrete wall strengthening required.
2.  Drainage will need to be upgraded to alleviate uplift forces and this appears possible per 
recommendations in EP 1165-2-314.  Pumping requirements and seepage rates should be 
checked to confirm.
3.  Anchorage of the top of the basement walls to the 1st floor will likely be required.  This 
can be accomplished with either special connectors or designed as part of the external 
floodproofing membrane.
4.  Basement windows will require local flood enclosures.
5.  Dry floodproofing above the 1st floor will require shields at doors or openings designed for 
the anticipated head.  Strength of exterior walls will need to checked or incorporate 
membranes which strengthen the wall system to ensure structural integrity, i.e. steel plate 
membranes or similar.
6.  Materials selected for dry floodproofing need to be responsive to the duration and depth of 
the flooding expected.
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INPUT

≔wconc ⋅150 pcf ≔γw ⋅62.4 pcf

≔tw ⋅8 in (thickness of basement wall)

≔hw ⋅8 ft (basement wall height)

≔tf ⋅10 in (footing thickness)

≔bf ⋅24 in (footing width, assume up to 24 inches wide... consv for uplift on footing)

≔f'c ⋅3000 psi

Assumed Soil Conditions:

≔γsat ⋅120 pcf ≔ko .6
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FEMA P-259 recommends the structure be checked as indicated in the below flow chart.   
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Typcial Basement Wall - 8 ft
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CHECK FLOTATION

It is assumed that the uplift pressures under the basement slabs will be achieved by upgrades 
to the drainage system and pumps to accomodate the increase hydrostatic head.  This is 
consistent with EP 1165-2-314 as indicated in the below paragraphs.  Thus, check uplift under 
the footings only.
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Check for water 2.5 feet above T/Foundation (i.e. 3 ft above grade):

≔pf =⋅γw ⎛⎝ ++⋅8 ft tf ⋅2.5 ft⎞⎠ 707.2 psf ≔Pf =⋅⋅.5 pf bf 707 ――
lbf
ft

≔Wconc =⋅wconc ⎛⎝ +⋅tw hw ⋅tf bf⎞⎠ 1050 ――
lbf
ft

....flotation ok with concrete 
weight only and drainage for 
uplift under basement slab

≔FS =――
Wconc

Pf

1.5
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CHECK TYPICAL 8 FT BASEMENT WALL STRENGTH:

Check wall for full hydrostatic loads as recommended by EP 1165-2-314, excerpt below:

≔hwater ⋅8.67 ft ≔hs ⋅7 ft (water to T/1st floor joist)

≔pw =⋅hwater γw 541 psf ≔Pw =⋅⋅―
1
2

pw hwater 2.3 ――
kip
ft

≔ew =――
hwater

3
2.9 ft

≔ps =⋅⋅⎛⎝ −γsat γw⎞⎠ ko hs 241.9 psf ≔Ps =⋅⋅―
1
2

ps hs 0.8 ――
kip
ft

≔es =―
hs

3
2.3 ft

≔Mwall =⋅⋅
⎛
⎜
⎝

+――――――
⋅⋅Pw ew ⎛⎝ −hw ew⎞⎠
hw

―――――
⋅⋅Ps es ⎛⎝ −hw es⎞⎠
hw

⎞
⎟
⎠

1 ft 5728.8 ⋅lbf ft

≔Swall =――――
⋅⋅12 in tw

2

6
128 in 3 (section modulus of the wall)
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Calculate Factored Tension due to bending, Service Load only (unfactored):

≔LF 1.2 (minimum per ACI 318, could be larger, but use only for this check)

≔Mu =⋅LF Mwall 6874.5 ⋅lbf ft

=――
Mu

Swall

644 psi

Calculate Compression in Wall which will reduce Tension:

≔Pconc =⋅⋅⋅⋅⎛⎝ −⋅7.67 ft ew⎞⎠ tw 1 ft wconc 478 lbf

≔Pdl ⋅500 lbf (assume for end wall, no floor or roof loads)

≔C =――――
⎛⎝ +Pconc Pdl⎞⎠

⋅⋅1 ft tw
10.2 psi (note, negligible)

≔T =−――
Mu

Swall

C 634.3 psi (unfactored)

Check ACI 22.5.3, Plain concrete members:

≔ϕ .65

≔Tmax =⋅⋅5 ‾‾‾‾3000 ϕ 178 (psi)     < < T   ...............  no good!

..... Dry floodproofing not possible 
w/o wall Strengthening ......STOP!
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Various methods to strengthen the wall will need to be considered and will require 
access to the existing concrete walls.  One method is shown below:

Bracing Columns Bonded Carbon Fiber or Steel Plates
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CHECK TYPICAL 4 FT BASEMENT WALL STRENGTH:

≔hwater ⋅4.67 ft ≔hs ⋅3.5 ft (water to T/1st floor joist)

≔hw ⋅4 ft =tw 8 in

≔pw =⋅hwater γw 291.4 psf ≔Pw =⋅⋅―
1
2

pw hwater 0.7 ――
kip
ft

≔ew =――
hwater

3
1.6 ft

≔ps =⋅⋅⎛⎝ −γsat γw⎞⎠ ko hs 121 psf ≔Ps =⋅⋅―
1
2

ps hs 0.2 ――
kip
ft

≔es =―
hs

3
1.2 ft

≔Mwall =⋅⋅
⎛
⎜
⎝

+――――――
⋅⋅Pw ew ⎛⎝ −hw ew⎞⎠
hw

―――――
⋅⋅Ps es ⎛⎝ −hw es⎞⎠
hw

⎞
⎟
⎠

1 ft 821.9 ⋅lbf ft

≔Swall =――――
⋅⋅12 in tw

2

6
128 in 3 (section modulus of the wall)

Calculate Factored Tension due to bending, Service Load only (unfactored):

≔LF 1.2 (minimum per ACI 318, could be larger, but use only for this check)

≔Mu =⋅LF Mwall 986.3 ⋅lbf ft

=――
Mu

Swall

92 psi

Calculate Compression in Wall which will reduce Tension:

≔Pconc =⋅⋅⋅⋅⎛⎝ −⋅3.67 ft ew⎞⎠ tw 1 ft wconc 211.3 lbf
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≔Pdl ⋅500 lbf (assume for end wall, no floor or roof loads)

≔C =――――
⎛⎝ +Pconc Pdl⎞⎠

⋅⋅1 ft tw
7.4 psi (note, negligible)

≔T =−――
Mu

Swall

C 85.1 psi (unfactored)

Check ACI 22.5.3, Plain concrete members:

≔ϕ .65

≔Tmax =⋅⋅5 ‾‾‾‾3000 ϕ 178 (psi)     >  T   ...............  ok

..... Dry floodproofing appears 
possible for 4' foundation wall, i.e. 
crawl space with minimal to no  
strengthening of the concrete wall.
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CHECK SLAB UPLIFT:

Slab uplift is okay with proper provisions included for drainage and and pumping.  This will 
also require back up generator.

CHECK ANCHORAGE AT TOP OF CONCRETE WALL :

Typical residential construction in the area has an anchored 2x6 pressure treated sill plate.  
This 1st floor joist rest on this sill plate with minimal to no nailing.  A rim joist exist which may 
be nailed to the sill plate. 

Additional anchorage should be assumed needed to connect the top of the basement walls to 
the 1st floor diaphram.  This could be accomplished as part of the membrane installation, part 
of the wall bracing columns, or by designing a structural connection of the joist to the 
basement walls as shown below.


